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BLOG
Lowest profile MOSFETs in its class
The best way to deal
with harsh environments
BLOG
Embedded developers
seize the present and
future
NEWS
CERN scientists claim
discovery of new
particles
NEWS
Pentagon eyes airborne
lasers for missile
defense
NEWS
Lots of speculation, few
clues about mysterious
beach blast
Central Semiconductor's new CEDM7001VL
(20V, 100mA N-Channel), CEDM7004VL
(30V, 450mA N-Channel), CEDM8001VL
(20V, 100mA P-Channel) and CEDM8004VL
(30V, 450mA P-Channel) are ultra low profile
MOSFETs in the new SOT-883VL package.
The SOT-883VL with a 0.32mm profile is
20% lower than previous versions and will
certainly solve any space constrained
application.
REQUEST SAMPLES TODAY
FEATURED STORY
Pluto close-up: Spacecraft makes flyby of icy, mystery
world
We've made it to Pluto by NASA's
calculations, the last stop on a planetary
Ruggedized Flatpack Capacitors Handle Up to 50 g's...fits tight
spots.
Cornell Dubilier Electronics MLS Flatpack aluminum
electrolytic capacitors now include high vibration
(HVMLS) and high reliability burn-in options.
Applications include military and commercial flightbased power systems, requiring rugged, high energy
density, high reliability capacitors. Until now, higher
cost wet tantalum capacitors had been the only option.
Packaged in flat, stainless steel cans, 0.5 inch in
height with a near-hermetic precision welded construction and tested to 80,000
feet. Easily cooled and ganged for compact, high bulk storage.
SEE MORE
NEWS
3-D printers poised to have major implications for food manufacturing
The use of 3D printers has the potential to revolutionize the way
food is manufactured within the next 10 to 20 years, impacting
everything from how military personnel get food on the
battlefield to how long it takes to get a meal from the computer
to your table...
FULL STORY
PRODUCT
Voltage Controlled Oscillator operates from 271 MHz to 310 MHz
Crystek's CVCO55FL-0271-0310 VCO (Voltage Controlled
Oscillator) operates from 271 MHz to 310 MHz with a control
voltage range of 0.5 V~4.5 V. This VCO features a typical phase
noise of -114 dBc/Hz @ 10 KHz offset and has excellent
linearity. Output power is typically +0 dBm...
FULL STORY
Carrying the Heat Away from Power Modules
The optimal implementation of vias in power module
board designs is an important element to achieving
higher power density. This article discusses a multilayer PCB layout method that uses via placements to
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ADVERTISEMENT
Voltage Controlled Oscillator operates from 271 MHz to
310 MHz
Fri, 07/10/2015 - 9:53am
by Crystek Corporation
Get today's electronic OEM design headlines and news - Sign up now!
Crystek's CVCO55FL-0271-0310 VCO (Voltage Controlled
Oscillator) operates from 271 MHz to 310 MHz with a
control voltage range of 0.5 V~4.5 V. This VCO features
a typical phase noise of -114 dBc/Hz @ 10 KHz offset
and has excellent linearity. Output power is typically +0
dBm.
Engineered and manufactured in the USA, the model
CVCO55FL-0271-0310 is packaged in the industrystandard 0.5-in. x 0.5-in. SMD package. Input voltage is
typ. 5V, with a max. current consumption of 5 mA.
Pulling and Pushing are minimized to 2.0 MHz and 1.0
MHz/V, respectively. Second harmonic suppression is -15
dBc typical.
The CVCO55FL-0271-0310 is ideal for use in applications such as digital radio equipment, fixed wireless
access, satellite communications systems, and base stations.
For more information, visit www.crystek.com.
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